Effects of the calcium-mediated enzymatic cross-linking of membrane proteins on cellular deformability.
Excess calcium binding affects the shape and dynamics of cellular deformation of human erythrocytes. It may be hypothesized that incorporation of calcium may modify cellular deformability by processes which include specific cross-linking of membrane proteins with resultant changes in cell shape and deformability. Since previous studies indicate that accumulation of calcium ions causes development of gamma-glutamyl-epsilon-lysine bridges in membrane proteins, under control of a membrane transamidating enzyme which specifically requires calcium ions for activation, experiments were devised to examine the relationship between cross-linking and deformability and to determine the effects of specific inhibitor of membrane protein cross-linking on the calcium-dependent modification of erythrocyte to the echinocytic shape. The elastic shear modulus of the membrane was not significantly affected by calcium-induced cross-linking, indicating that induced shape change, not altered elasticity, causes the observed reduction in cellular deformability. These findings support the interpretation that Ca++-induced and transamidase-catalyzed cross-linking of membrane proteins contributes to fixation of altered cellular shape and decreased cellular deformability.